ADVANTAGES OF LINETEC WOOD GRAIN FINISHES

COLOR STABILITY
WEATHER AND HUMIDITY PROOF
CORROSION RESISTANT
FIRE RETARDANT
NO MAINTENANCE REQUIRED
HIGH UV RESISTANCE
EASY TO FABRICATE
HIGH SCRATCH RESISTANCE
DOES NOT SWELL, ROT OR WARP
LESS COSTLY THAN WOOD
TERMITE AND INSECT PROOF

Linetec has teamed with Decoral System USA to provide AAMA 2604 Gold Series wood grain finishes.
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 Achieving the look of wood without the maintenance, Linetec offers decorative, wood grain finishes for architectural aluminum products. The finishes are available in a variety of different options, colors and species.

Linetec has selected the following AAMA-2604 texture wood grain finishes as our standard palette, however we can provide other wood grain, marble, granite, or custom designs for you.

- Aged Light Oak - DS704SU + 2507/18
- Aged Dark Oak - 8G-039S + 2504/01
- American Douglas - DS402S + 1501/02
- American Maple - DS733S + 1102/01
- Cherry - DS733S + 1402/02
- Cherry with Flame - DS732S + 1401/01
- Colony Maple - DS716S + 1101/02
- European Cherry - DS716S + 1405/02
- Golden Oak - DS733S + 2505/01
- Knotty Pine - DS716S + 2103/01
- National Walnut - DS733S + 1806/02
- Oregon Douglas - DS716S + 1502/02
- Teak - DS733S + 2601/01
- Teak - DS733S + 2081/01

These colors are reproduced as closely as possible to the actual wood grain finishes and are to be used only as a guide.